Integration of wind and solar power in Europe: Assessment of flexibility requirements
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**Abstract**

Flexibility is the ability of a power system to respond to changes in power demand and generation. Integrating large shares of variable renewable energy sources, in particular wind and solar, can lead to a strong increase of flexibility requirements for the complementary system, traditionally hydrothermal, which has to balance the fluctuations of variable generation. We quantify these flexibility requirements at the operational timescale of 1–12 hours and different spatial scales across Europe. Our results indicate that three major factors determine the ramping flexibility needed in future power systems: the penetration of variable renewables, their mix and the geographic system size. Compared to the variability of load, flexibility requirements increase strongly in systems with combined wind and PV (photovoltaics) contribution of more than 30% of total energy and a share of PV in the renewables mix above 20–30%. In terms of extreme ramps, the flexibility requirements of a geographically large, transnational power system are significantly lower than of smaller regional systems, especially at high wind penetration.
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**1. Introduction**

Strong drivers like climate change, the scarcity of fossil resources and an increasing public aversion to nuclear power are leading to a transformation of the power system in many world regions. Increasing shares of renewable energy sources, especially wind and solar, are deployed in former hydrothermal systems. Electricity generation from these sources is variable and uncertain, which makes their integration into traditional power systems a challenging task. Uncertainty is problematic because it may result in suboptimal preparation of the system to balance fluctuations from variable generation (VG). Schedules of thermal power plants or storage have to be changed within a short time in order to react, for instance, to unexpected wind picking up or calming down. But even under perfect forecast circumstances, the variability of wind and solar power output stresses system operation in two ways: it can cause balancing resources to cycle more frequently and may generate ramps of extreme steepness or duration. In order to meet these challenges, the power system is required to be flexible.

Ma et al. [1] define a power system to be flexible if it can cope with uncertainty and variability in demand and generation to maintain system reliability at reasonable additional costs. Flexible power plants, storage, integrated demand-side management (DSM) as well as power sector coupling to heat can provide the power system with flexibility [2,3]. Additionally, geographic dispersion of generators and the extension of interconnections can lead to reduced variability [4]. Insufficient flexibility may limit the share of variable renewable generation a power system can accommodate. It is thus of major importance to understand and quantify upcoming flexibility requirements in order to optimally prepare the system. In this paper, we quantify the flexibility requirements of VG arising from its variability.

The topic and the term “flexibility requirements” came into discussion very shortly in articles focusing on finding metrics for flexibility [1,5–7]. The latter formulated a flexibility trinity of ramp rate, power and energy. Another first attempt to categorize flexibility requirements was conducted by [8], which proposes a qualitative framework for measuring a system’s flexibility needs in terms of three metrics: ramp magnitude, ramp frequency and response time. Here we focus on the magnitude and frequency of net load ramps of given duration that have to be balanced by the complementary system as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Besides discussing appropriate metrics for flexibility, some research has been done on describing the flexibility requirements of special power systems, for example, requirements in Ireland...
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we start with a description and validation of the modeled data for wind and PV power generation. We then analyze in Section 3 the influence of the wind/PV mix as well as the share of variable generation on the flexibility requirements. Additional influencing parameters that explain differences between power systems are analyzed in more detail in Section 4. After identifying system size as an important property, in Section 5 we focus on the advantages that could be realized through a stronger cooperation among countries in Europe. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by summarizing the major findings of the research and giving an outlook on the meaning of the results for system planners as well as on future research directions.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model data and validation

The analysis in this paper is carried out using modeled time series of onshore wind and solar PV power production for the period 2001—2011 in 27 countries in Europe (the European Union members, with the exception of the isolated power systems of Malta and Cyprus, together with Norway and Switzerland). The time series are based on NASA reanalysis data [17], which consists of hourly values of wind speed and solar irradiance at a spatial resolution of 0.5° E/W and 0.66° N/S for the whole world. The weather data for each spatial grid cell was converted by Ref. [18] into wind and PV power production time series. Our analysis explicitly excludes offshore wind power, as we want to have a unified framework to compare countries and regions but not all countries have the possibility to install offshore power. In addition, historical offshore data is only rarely available, thus validation of models is difficult and it is not clear whether offshore power will be exploited on a large scale in Europe.

From the time series for wind and solar power in the grid cells, a weighted average is built to obtain aggregated power production at the regional and country level. The weighting factor for each cell is proportional to the resource potential in terms of wind speeds or solar radiation (energy density) — more capacity is assumed to be installed on sites with higher energy density as this is cost-efficient. The weights are generated separately for wind and PV and for each modeled country or region as follows: The grid cell with the lowest density is assigned a weight of zero and the one with the highest density is assigned the difference between the maximum and the minimum energy density values of all cells in the respective country. A linear interpolation between those two weighting factors is applied to obtain weights for the grid cells with wind speeds or solar radiation in between. Finally, the weighted average electricity generation of all cells in each hour is normalized with respect to installed capacity, i.e. it is converted into hourly wind and PV capacity factors in the interval [0, 1] [18]. Fig. 2 shows the average annual full load hours of the thus obtained wind and PV power generation in the analyzed countries.

For our investigations, the most important factor is not the power production profile but the power ramps, or gradients, occurring over different time horizons. A power ramp $\Delta P$ is defined as the change of power in a given time interval of $h$ hours:

$$\Delta P(t) = P(t) - P(t - h)$$

(1)

where $t = (h + 1, \ldots, 8760)$. $P(t)$ is the wind or PV power production in a spatial unit (country or region) at time $t$. In order to validate the simulated power output profiles, we compare the frequency distributions of hourly ramps of simulated wind and PV power with respective data from the transmission system operators (TSO) in...
France [19] and also with actual wind feed-in data for Ireland [20,21]. As Fig. 3 shows, the model data reproduces very closely the actual ramp behavior both for wind and solar power output.

2.2. Scenarios for wind and PV development and resulting net load

We use the data described above to generate scenarios for future net load, i.e. load minus generation from variable renewables, particularly onshore wind and solar PV. Net load ramps are chosen as a measure of the flexibility requirements of power systems since every change in net load has to be balanced by flexible resources such as dispatchable power plants, storage or responsive loads in order to maintain system stability.

Hourly load profiles for the analyzed countries come from Ref. [22]. Load data for the year 2011 is used in all scenarios to isolate the impact of wind and PV on the variability of net load. A small number of hourly load ramps which lie more than five standard deviations below or above the mean in the original load ramp series are considered outliers and smoothed out in the time series (0.007% of all data points). Annual electricity consumption is assumed to remain at the level reached in 2007.

Electricity generation from wind and PV is calculated by multiplying the hourly capacity factors, obtained from the weather data, with installed wind and PV capacities which are varied in scenarios. The VG capacities are a function of the total contribution of wind and solar energy to annual electricity consumption \( \alpha \) and the share of PV in the wind/PV energy mix \( \beta \). The definitions for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are adopted from other studies focusing on the capacity or storage requirements in power systems with high shares of PV and wind power ([16,23,24] use the same or similar methods).

\[
\alpha = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{8760} P_{\text{wind}}(t) + \sum_{t=1}^{8760} P_{\text{PV}}(t)}{D}
\]

\[
\beta = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{8760} P_{\text{PV}}(t)}{\sum_{t=1}^{8760} P_{\text{wind}}(t) + \sum_{t=1}^{8760} P_{\text{PV}}(t)}
\]

where \( P(t) \) is hourly power output at time \( t \) and \( D \) is annual demand.

In each country, the net load ramp rates are a linear combination of the ramp rates of load, wind and solar power:

\[
\Delta_{h\text{NL}}(t) = \Delta_{h\text{L}}(t) - \frac{\alpha \Delta_{h\text{W}}(t)}{8760\mu_{W}} - \frac{\alpha(1 - \beta)\Delta_{h\text{PV}}(t)}{8760\mu_{PV}}
\]

where \( \Delta_{h\text{L}}(t) \) is defined in Eq. (1), \( \Delta_{h\text{W}}(t) \) is net load, \( \Delta_{h\text{PV}}(t) \) is hourly consumer load, \( D \) is annual electricity demand, \( \{W,P\} \in [0,1] \) is wind and PV power normalized to installed capacity, and \( \mu_{W}, \mu_{PV} \) is average power over one year. The occurring ramps are all calculated relative to the peak load in each country to allow for comparison across regions. Peak load is interpreted as an indicator of system size because conventional power plant fleets are traditionally sized to meet the annual demand peak with a reserve margin for accommodating outages and extreme load events.

Thus, the system flexibility requirements posed by VG are determined in the model by the following factors:

- the VG penetration level \( \alpha \) and the wind/PV mix \( \beta \) as choice variables resulting from policy and investment decisions;
- the ramp behavior of load and the inherent ramp properties of wind and PV power. These properties are determined by geographical location, generator placement and system size, and will be described by means of frequency and temporal ramp distributions in Section 3;
- the correlation between the load and the VG gradients as well as between wind and PV ramps. Load and VG ramping up or down at the same time counterbalance one another, whereas wind and PV power ramps in the same direction add up to increase the system balancing requirements.

The combined energy penetration of wind and PV \( \alpha \) that is considered is 10%, 30%, 50% and 70% of annual electricity demand. As there are other renewable energy technologies such as hydro-power, biomass and geothermal that can be deployed in addition, a share of 70% of wind and PV can be interpreted as a fully renewable power system. At each penetration level, the share of PV \( \beta \) is set to 20%, 40% and 60%.
After showing the effects of different levels of VG penetration, we will focus on the 50% scenario for further analysis. A 50% wind/PV share is discussed as an intermediate target in 2030 on Europe’s way toward a fully renewable power system [25]. A further argument for having a closer look at that scenario is that our research showed that renewable integration becomes especially challenging in terms of ramps at that share.

In our scenarios, we do not cut off excess energy; the residual load can thus rise from negative to the maximum load leading to a ramp of more than one. A ramp of one means that all controllable resources, except the capacity reserves, are required to provide full load in the specific time frame.

An aggregated European net load is calculated from the country time series as follows: a VG penetration target α and a wind/PV mix β are selected for Europe as a whole and this α/β combination is assigned to each country making up the European power system. Unrestricted electricity transport is assumed between the countries. An alternative capacity configuration was analyzed which minimizes the installed wind and PV capacities in Europe by optimally allocating capacity to the countries with the highest resource potential. However, the effect of the different capacity allocations on the variability of net load was found to be small compared to the impact of the wind/PV mix [21] and we therefore show the results only for the configuration in which the same shares of wind and PV generation are assumed for each country.

It should be noted that our analysis focuses on flexibility requirements in certain scenarios about future development of wind and PV power capacities. Changes in the net load caused by DSM or storage are not modeled as they are already seen as a countermeasure for the variability of renewables, i.e. as part of the flexibility of the residual system.

2.3. Limitations of scenario modeling

The model captures very well the variability of the system at current level of wind and PV penetration in the validation countries. Still, the remaining question is whether the scenarios for net load are scalable for future projections of variable generation or whether there are upcoming effects that would change the outcome. The following effects are identified to have influence on the ramping requirements from further integration of variable generation, i.e. wind and solar:

- Variability of wind may decrease as more turbines get installed but there may be a saturation effect [11].
- Climate change might lead to more extreme weather events. Still, it is unclear if this has any effects on ramping requirements [26].
- Improved wind turbines could be deployed. The effects are not predictable, however, as the enormous ramping requirements challenge the system, wind turbine producers might have incentives to develop turbines with “flatter” power curves.
- Load might change as well: People’s work and leisure rhythm, a structural change of the economies and upcoming flexible load and power autonomy of household and industry can also have influence on flexibility requirements in the public power system [27].

To summarize, there are several changes in the behavior of wind and solar generation on the horizon, but most are likely to have low influence or their effects are at present not quantifiable. Overall, the flexibility requirements will be lower than suggested in this paper as new technologies and an optimized placement of generators could reduce variability.

3. The wind/PV mix as determining factor for system flexibility requirements

In this section, we identify the total share of wind and PV in electricity consumption α combined with the share of PV in the VG mix β as determining factors for ramp requirements in future power systems. We first introduce the ramp properties of the individual time series: load, wind and PV. Then we show 1-hour ramp events of net load in scenarios in order to quantify the ramp requirements from hour to hour resulting from the combined effects of the load and VG time series. Finally, we move to an analysis of longer ramps of duration 2–12 hours, as this is critical due to start-up times of conventional power plants [13].

3.1. Ramp properties of wind and PV generation in Europe

Fig. 3 illustrates the basic shape of the frequency distributions of onshore wind and solar PV power fluctuations. Wind power is characterized by high frequency, low magnitude ramps concentrated around the center of the distribution. The largest ramps occurring are in the range of 6–10% of installed capacity per hour in medium-sized and large European countries, and 11–18% per hour in geographically small countries. About half of all hourly solar power ramps are equal or close to zero because of zero production at night but the distribution has long and heavy tails with ramps reaching 18–25% of capacity per hour in most analyzed countries and up to 12–14% in the Nordic countries. The distribution of load gradients is skewed toward upward ramps, typically reaching extremes of 10–15% of peak load per hour in the analyzed European countries.

On the basis of the frequency and temporal distributions of variable generation ramps, the countries in Europe can be grouped into clusters which have similar wind and PV flexibility requirements in terms of ramp magnitude and frequency: North, Center and South. The load, wind and PV time series have a distinct ramp behavior whose daily and seasonal pattern is shown in Fig. 4 for three different European countries representing those clusters (North: Ireland, Center: Germany, South: Italy).

The first row depicts the hourly gradients of consumer load in each country. On a daily basis, the largest load ramps are the morning rise with duration 2–3 hours and a less prominent evening ramp up when lights and appliances are switched on at the same time. While some differences exist, the same basic load ramp structure appears in all European countries we study. Wind and solar power both follow a diurnal cycle. The diurnal harmonics of surface wind speeds over land have been found to be approximately in phase with those of surface air temperatures which follow the diurnal cycle of solar radiation [28]. The middle row of Fig. 4 shows that although wind power generation is very volatile, it tends to decrease around sunrise and sunset, after which it tends to increase again. This pattern is most prominent in Germany and also other countries in Europe’s center whereas countries in Scandinavia and the Southern peninsula rarely experience large wind power ramps. In terms of frequency of large ramps, wind fluctuations pose the highest flexibility requirements in small Northern countries such as Ireland and Denmark. Regarding PV fluctuations, the frequency of large ramps clearly increases in the North—South direction.

3.2. One-hour net load gradients

The unit commitment process is organized in hourly time periods in many power markets. The frequency and temporal distributions of hourly ramp rates are thus an important measure for short-term flexibility requirements of the power system. The
impact of those ramps on system operation depends on whether they were forecasted or not. If they are predictable, even slower power plants can be started up early enough to be available exactly when the ramp occurs. However, accurateness of prediction is lower the day ahead and increases when temporally closer to the event [29]. Thus, the power system should be designed in a way to meet those 1-hour gradients by power plants that are already online or have a fast start (hydro, gas turbine). Alternative options like storage and DSM can also contribute here. Keeping in mind those impacts on the power system, we proceed with analyzing the net load ramps in scenarios.

As shown in Fig. 5 on the example of Germany, the frequency distributions of hourly net load gradients at $\alpha = 0.5$ are close for the mixes with high share of wind at $\beta = [0,0.2]$ and this relationship holds for all analyzed countries. Compared to the load gradient, the frequency of ramps close to zero is reduced nearly by half. Up to a threshold share of 20% PV in the VG mix (in some countries up to 30%), equivalent to 10–15% of annual consumption, the frequency distribution of net load ramps remains of similar shape as for a 100% wind mix. Adding more PV capacity to the system above this threshold results in a large increase in the frequency of high ramps. Depending on country area and full load hours, extreme net load ramps can occur also with high shares of wind in the system. Those extremes are analyzed in Section 4.

Even though countries in Europe have different resource potentials (Fig. 2) and wind and PV ramp properties (Fig. 4), the wind/PV mix has similar effects on the variability of net load. We show this for the example countries Ireland, Germany and Italy, which differ considerably in terms of area as well as wind and PV FLH.

Fig. 6 shows the temporal distribution of the hourly net load ramps for those countries in the scenarios with renewable penetration $\alpha = 0.5$ and shares of PV in the VG mix $\beta = (0,0.2,0.4)$. The plot shows that PV has a far stronger influence on the increase of hourly ramp rates than is the case for wind power. At the 100% wind mix, the hourly net load ramps are distributed randomly but are still mostly dominated by the load ramps. With an increase of PV to 20% ($\beta = 0.2$), the morning rise in load is compensated by PV power generation, which reduces ramps. However, this reduction in the frequency of large net load ramps in the morning is counteracted by an upward ramp pattern in the late afternoon when PV power production slows down and load increases at the same time. With 40% PV ($\beta = 0.4$), the ramps of PV power dominate the net load variability. The frequency of high ramps increases dramatically, with downward net load ramps in the morning and upward in the evening. Ramps of magnitude higher than the morning load rise are maintained over 3–4 consecutive hours in each direction for a significant part of the year in all analyzed European countries.

![Fig. 4. Temporal distribution of 1-h ramps of load, wind and PV power in Ireland, Germany and Italy for the meteorological year 2011.](image)

![Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of 1-h net load ramps for different shares of PV in the wind/PV mix $\beta$ at 50% variable generation penetration in Germany, 2011.](image)
3.3 Multihour net load gradients

The unit commitment and dispatch process in power system operation requires considering more than just 1 h. Many of the conventional power plants included in this process have flexibilities that require a planning period of up to 24 hours. The startup times for coal power plants range up to 10 hours and for nuclear power plants even longer. Even CCGT power plants, which are often considered as a flexible option, require up to 4 hours for a cold start [13]. Therefore, the ramping capabilities of the power plant fleet in a system over multiple hours are crucial for system integration of variable renewables. Net load ramp requirements over different time horizons determine the optimal portfolio of conventional power plants and other flexible resources. Portfolios can differ tremendously; few fast power plants can in certain circumstances provide the same flexibility as many slow plants [13].

A method to display and analyze the ramp requirements over multiple hours are gradient envelopes as introduced e.g. in Ref. [12]. Fig. 7 depicts gradient envelopes for the 27 European countries at levels of renewable penetration $\alpha = \{0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7\}$ and shares of PV power in the VG mix $\beta = \{0.2, 0.4, 0.6\}$. We show the 1st and the 99th percentiles of gradients, which are in our opinion crucial for future power system design: Extreme values will most probably not be predictable even shortly before occurrence and will thus be balanced by spinning reserves. This, however, is not the scope of our paper, but it seems reasonable that higher variability in net load will also lead to higher uncertainty and thus higher requirements for spinning reserves. Further research on the impacts of variability and uncertainty can be found for example in Ref. [30]. In addition, storage power plants that are only available part of the time can be used to handle extreme gradients that only occur in several hours a year. Extreme net load ramps in negative direction (sudden increase of power generation from wind or PV) might also be handled by curtailing power directly at the ramp sources, the generators.

Several interesting observations can be described from Fig. 7 which have implications for power system planning:

- At low penetrations of $\alpha = 0.1$, the gradient envelopes of all countries and all $\beta$ are close; differences are rare. The major gradients might still come from variation in load. 1-hour gradients are in the region of 10% of peak load. Even at a time horizon of 6 h, the ramps are all below 30% of peak load.
- Beginning with $\alpha = 0.3$, the ramps become significantly larger and mixes differentiate. Except for countries with very low wind FLH, the ramp envelope is shifted outwards with increasing $\beta$.
- An important trend that becomes evident with higher shares of VG ($\alpha = 0.5$ and $\beta = 0.7$) is a clustering according to the three values of $\beta$. The differences arising from varying shares of PV power in the mix $\beta$ tend to be larger than the differences between countries. At $\alpha = 0.5$, for each $\beta$-value the differences in the 1-hour gradients between countries show a standard deviation of only 2–3% of peak load, whereas the difference in the mean value of all countries, for example between $\beta = 0.4$ and $\beta = 0.6$, is 18–26%.

Tables 1 and 2 present the 1st and the 99th percentiles of the 1-hour and 6-hour net load gradients averaged across the 27 European countries for six different scenarios. The range and the standard deviations show the dispersion of values that the net load extremes can reach in different countries.

Next, we take two points on the envelope curves, the 1st and the 99th percentiles of the 6-h ramps, and show their location on the net load gradient duration curves in Fig. 8. On average, every second day a positive or a negative ramp occurs outside the 1st–99th
percentile range whereas 2.4 ramping events per day occur on average outside the 5th–95th percentile range. Again, the differences between countries for one mix are smaller than the divergence caused by different mixes.

In a last analysis focusing on the influence of the wind/PV mix, we show the 99th percentiles for the 1-hour and 6-hour net load gradients, again for Ireland, Germany and Italy (Fig. 9). The first impression is that the images for the countries look similar supporting the finding that the mix is more important than the country analyzed. The maximum value is set to one for both time horizons. A net load ramp rate of one means that the whole conventional power plant park (including storage plants) has to ramp up in 1 or 6 hours. We see that 1-hour ramps are moderate (less than 25% of peak load) as long as $\alpha$ is below 0.3. From there on, the ramp rates start increasing dramatically, especially with $\beta$ higher than 0.3. The behavior of Ireland and Germany is very similar whereas Italy shows lower gradients. For 6-hour ramps, a net load ramp of one is

---

**Table 1**

1-hour net load ramp rates — mean of all countries and their statistical dispersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>1-h ramps [share of peak load]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99th Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (min/max/stdev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07/0.16/0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12 (0.09/0.15/0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15 (0.12/0.19/0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.13 (0.09/0.19/0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13 (0.11/0.22/0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.20 (0.30/0.30/0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2**

6-h net load ramp rates — mean of all countries and their statistical dispersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>6-h ramps [share of peak load]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99th Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (min/max/stdev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.34 (0.23/0.48/0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.44 (0.31/0.50/0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.62 (0.45/0.72/0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.50 (0.34/0.73/0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.72 (0.51/0.84/0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.04 (0.71/1.23/0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
achieved with much lower \( \alpha \). Beginning with \( \alpha = 0.3 \) and high \( \beta \) above 0.5, the peak load has to be achieved within 6 hours. For PV shares \( \beta \) below 0.2, a much higher share of renewables can be integrated with lower 6-hour ramps.

The graphs in this section show the meteorological year 2011 but the development of the envelope curve is the same for the years 2001–2011. Even if the ramp rates were surprisingly similar in the analyzed countries, differences remain. An attempt to explain them is conducted in the next section.

4. Why are countries different – an attempt to explain diversity

We showed that the standard deviation of all countries for the 1st and 99th percentiles of 1-hour ramps is low with 2–3% of peak load (Table 1). Still, there are several countries where ramps have greater deviations from the European mean (up to three times the standard deviation). In this section, we aim to identify region-specific factors with strong influence on the flexibility requirements arising from variable generation. The factors we analyze are system size and the regional wind and PV ramp characteristics and full load hours determined by geographic location.

We focus on hourly net load gradients and look particularly at the highest and the 1st/99th percentiles of net load ramp occurrences because ramp behavior differs among countries the most in the extremes. Furthermore, hourly values are of particular interest for system operation and scenarios with higher hourly ramps were also shown to feature higher ramps over multiple hour time horizons (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 10 plots three interpercentile ranges of the net load ramp distribution for each country against the chosen region-specific factors: the minimum–maximum range, the 1st–99th and the 5th–95th percentile ranges. Scenarios are shown with shares of PV in the mix \( \beta = \{0.2, 0.4, 0.6\} \) at combined VG penetration \( \alpha = 0.5 \). To account for the interannual variability of wind and solar power, net load time series are simulated using wind and PV data for each of the meteorological years 2001–2011. The percentiles of the net load ramp time series are then calculated for each year and finally averaged over all years. Those percentiles are plotted in Fig. 10 against the average wind and PV full load hours over the same period.

4.1. System size

The first row of Fig. 10 shows the relationship between country area and the magnitude of extreme hourly net load ramps. The smoothing effect of geographical dispersion on wind power fluctuations is well-known [31] and can be clearly observed in the wind power ramp rates in the model data we use. Although the ramp behavior of small regions is highly heterogeneous, large countries experience 1.5–2 times less extreme net load ramps than smaller ones in the mix with 80% share of wind (\( \beta = 0.2 \)). Examining the effect of country area on the PV ramp time series shows that the magnitude of extreme ramps is only slightly reduced through larger system size and has almost no influence on the range between the 5th and 95th percentiles. That is why the smoothing effect of larger region area becomes less pronounced with a higher share of PV in the energy mix. With this analysis we found another important argument for increasing system size when wind power is deployed: not only reducing backup capacity requirements but also flexibility requirements in this potentially smaller backup system.

4.2. Wind and PV full load hours

The second influential factor to explain differences between countries is the resource availability in terms of FLH from wind and PV. The second row in Fig. 10 shows the influence from wind FLH, the third row from PV. We start with the influence of wind power: The lower the FLH, the higher the net load ramp extremes. This effect can be explained by the fact that the same share of wind energy in electricity consumption requires more installed capacity in a region with low FLH. The required capacity rises especially steeply in countries with wind FLH below 1500 per year. The effect of capacity dominates over the ramp structure of wind power production, whose impact is in the opposite direction: wind power ramps reach higher extremes in countries with high wind FLH than in those with low FLH. No systematic variation is observed between net load ramps and wind FLH with higher shares of PV in the system as PV ramps are not related to wind resource availability.

Regarding the influence of PV FLH, the third row of Fig. 10 shows that especially countries with medium FLH face high hourly net load ramp rates. This relationship holds both for systems with high


wind and high PV shares in the mix and can be attributed to two effects in the same direction. First, it is partly not PV but wind power that causes the ramps: for all three interpercentile ranges the largest wind power ramps occur in countries with medium PV FLH between 900 and 1100 hours per year. This could be attributed to the stronger diurnal cycle of wind in Central Europe (along the North–South axis) as shown in Fig. 4. In some countries such as Hungary and Slovakia, this effect is amplified by low wind FLH, which increase the requirements for installed wind capacity. Second, the PV ramp extremes are also highest for countries with average PV FLH. In countries with higher PV FLH in the south of Europe, the impact of the lower PV capacities required dominates over the consistent increase in ramp extremes in the North–South direction. In Northern countries with low FLH the opposite is true — the effect of lower ramps inherent in the PV power structure outweighs the need for higher capacity.

5. Benefits from cooperation

As shown in Fig. 10, larger geographical system size correlates with lower net load ramp extremes. In this section we quantify more precisely the reduction in flexibility requirements that can be achieved by interconnecting smaller regions into a large power system.

In order to illustrate potential effects, we compare the net load gradients in Saxony, Germany and Europe as a whole (see Section 2.2 for the derivation of the net load for Europe). Saxony was chosen as it has wind and PV characteristics similar to Germany. In Fig. 10 we showed that the gradient dependence on the region size is higher with larger shares of wind. It is mainly wind power extremes that can be reduced through leveling over regions. Thus, we choose the mix with \( \beta = 0.2 \) for the further analysis. Fig. 11 plots the hourly ramp duration curves at the three spatial scales. The effects from cooperation are tremendous, especially at the tails of the curves. At 50% wind and solar penetration, the maximum gradient is reduced from about 30% of peak load at the regional scale to 12% for interconnected Europe in the optimal case without transport restrictions. To what extent this ramp reduction potential will be exploited in the European system depends on reducing the grid restrictions between countries and the integration of their electricity markets.

Having seen the benefits of cooperation in the 1-hour time horizon, we extend our analysis to multihour ramps. In Fig. 12 we compare the ramp envelopes for Saxony, Germany and Europe again in the scenario with \( a = 0.5 \) and \( \beta = 0.2 \). The 1st/99th percentile envelopes contain 98% of all gradients in each time horizon. Scenarios are simulated with each of the meteorological years 2001–2010, the percentile values are calculated for each of those scenarios and then averaged (shown by the solid lines). The range over this period is represented by the gray-shaded area. This plot shows clearly that gradients over all time steps are much lower if power systems are operated cooperatively. Furthermore, the
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**Fig. 10.** Three interpercentile ranges of 1-h net load ramps for different shares of PV in the wind/PV mix \( \beta \) at 50% penetration of variable renewables.
variation between years (gray-shaded area) becomes smaller with larger systems. This allows for less uncertainty in the system planning period. The effect is similar for the maximum ramps of each duration.

Requirements for the conventional power plants will decrease dramatically. These reductions in ramp rates will most probably lead to less start-ups and wearing of the remaining thermal power plants, which can reduce costs and emissions [32]. A quantification of these effects is possible with the help of unit commitment models and will be done in further work.

Fig. 13 shows the reduction of extreme hourly net load ramp rates (the minimum/maximum and the 1st/99th percentiles) for the individual countries compared to the interconnected European system at 50% VG penetration. The values are again averaged over scenarios for the years 2001–2010. As discussed before, small countries have the highest ramp rates and will consequently benefit the most from a powerfully interconnected European power system. The maximum hourly change of net load in the European system is 11% of the peak load whereas small countries face hourly ramp extremes of 30–50% of peak load, e.g. in Switzerland and Slovenia. Even large countries like Germany can reduce the maximum ramp from 20% to 11%. Only very few countries like the Nordic countries would not benefit substantially; the ramp rates in Norway and Sweden are only slightly higher than in a European system.

Our analysis provides additional arguments in support of large-scale transcontinental power systems with strong transmission grids, besides the benefits of reducing backup energy needs [33]. In Refs. [14,34], a power system spanning Europe and North Africa is shown to be cost-effective, mainly because of wind power smoothing. Several studies propose even a global super-grid to efficiently integrate renewable power sources [35,36]. Other authors focused on the very short term advantages of dispersing PV power generation [4]. Our results show advantages of cooperation in the timescale of 1–12 hours between the aforementioned very long-term horizon, concerned with capacity adequacy, and the short-term scales.

6. Conclusion and outlook

We have presented an analysis of time series of load, wind, PV and the resulting net load in scenarios for Europe that allow to quantify flexibility requirements in future power systems with high shares of variable generation. The analysis focused on deterministic flexibility needs at the temporal scale of 1–12 hours. This time frame is important for the unit commitment and dispatch process in power system operation.

We showed that increasing wind and solar power generation above a 30% share in annual electricity consumption will dramatically increase flexibility requirements. Especially, large PV contributions of more than 20–30% in the wind/PV mix will foster this trend. In scenarios about future net load, we found that the penetration level of wind and PV as well as their mix affects most European countries in our study in a similar way. Still, differences between countries exist which can be partially explained by country size as well as the annual wind and PV full load hours. In scenarios with high wind penetration, larger systems tend to face lower ramps. For example, we showed that at 50% variable generation penetration, the most extreme hourly net load ramp drops from 30% of peak load at the regional level to 22% for a large country and 11% for an interconnected Europe. Balancing larger, well-interconnected power systems can thus reduce ramp requirements substantially. This allows for advantages to be realized from cooperation among countries in Europe.

From this analysis we conclude that the future flexibility requirements in power systems in Europe will depend on three major parameters: the share of variable renewables, their mix and the balancing area size. Accommodating high shares of wind and solar
power will require that manufacturers develop more flexible components for power systems. System operators will have to fit their system to the upcoming renewable installations. Incentives for highly flexible power plants, storage as well as demand-side response will be beneficial for the system. From the results obtained we can also provide further arguments for aiming at transnational solutions as the most efficient way for large-scale integration of renewable power sources.

Putting the concept of flexibility into practice requires further research in several directions. A robust method has to be developed to match the flexibility needed in a system with the resources that can deliver it; this includes an appropriate market design. The effects of the uncertainty of variable generation and transmission network constraints also need to be integrated in the analysis. Moreover, the design of future power systems with high shares of variable renewables must ensure that flexibility requirements are met at all timescales. Besides the operational timescale of 1–24 hours that was the focus of our analysis, flexibility requirements in the time horizon of minutes are important for the design of automatic generation control schemes and those at timescales beyond 12 hours are relevant for developing a long-term storage system.
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